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Abstract. For various applications, it is well-known that deflated ICCG is an efficient method to solve linear

systems with an invertible coefficient matrix. Tang and Vuik [J. Comput. Appl. Math., 206 (2007), pp. 603–
614] proposed two equivalent variants of this deflated method, which can also solve linear systems with singular
coefficient matrices that arise from the discretization of the Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions
and discontinuous coefficients. In this paper, we also consider the original variant of DICCG in Vuik, Segal, and
Meijerink [J. Comput. Phys., 152 (1999), pp. 385–403], that already proved its efficiency for invertible coefficient
matrices. This variant appears to be theoretically equivalent to the first two variants, so that they all have the same
convergence properties. Moreover, we show that the associated coarse linear systems within these variants can be
solved both directly and iteratively. In applications with large grid sizes, the method with the iterative coarse solver
can be substantially more efficient than the one with the standard direct coarse solver.

Additionally, the results for stationary numerical experiments of Tang and Vuik [J. Comput. Appl. Math., 206
(2007), pp. 603–614] have only been given in terms of number of iterations. After discussing some implementation
issues, we show in this paper that deflated ICCG is considerably faster than ICCG in the most test cases, by taking
the computational time into account as well. Other 3-D time-dependent numerical experiments with falling droplets
in air and rising air bubbles in water are performed, in order to show that deflated ICCG is also more efficient than
ICCG in these cases, considering both the number of iterations and computational time.

Key words. deflation, conjugate gradient method, preconditioning, Poisson equation, symmetric positive semi-
definite matrices, bubbly flow problems, inner-outer iterations
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1. Introduction. Numerical simulations of bubbly flows are relevant to problems found
in various disciplines, such as the oil, nuclear and chemical industries. These bubbly flows are
governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In many popular operator-splitting
formulations of these equations, it is the Poisson problem, used to approximate the pressures,
which is the most computationally challenging despite its elliptic origins, see also [22,23,27].
In our applications, the pressure problem has discontinuous coefficients, due to jumps in the
density.

Efficient solution of the Poisson problem in complex domains depends upon the avail-
ability of fast solvers for sparse linear systems. Popular in use are Krylov subspace iterative
solvers, such as the CG method with an incomplete Cholesky preconditioner, denoted by
ICCG [17]. The results given in this paper for ICCG and its variants may be generalized to
other SPD preconditioners, which have comparable spectral properties.

We seek to improve the ICCG method for the Poisson solve in order to overcome the
slow convergence frequently observed in the presence of highly refined grids and flows
with high density ratios or with many bubbles. The presence of small eigenvalues has a
harmful influence on the convergence of ICCG. These slowly converging components are
not cured by classical preconditioning. A significant improvement arises from the removal
of the eigenmodes corresponding to these small eigenvalues from the system. This leads
to the DICCG method, which is equivalent to ICCG complemented with a deflation tech-
nique [21]. The deflation technique has been further exploited by several authors, among
them are [1, 7, 12, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24, 31, 32].�
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In many applications, DICCG has been proven to be an efficient method, such as in the
applications of porous media flows [19] and ground water flows [32]. However, in these
cases, the interfaces in the domain can be explicitly described and, so, applying the defla-
tion technique is straightforward. Due to the possible appearance of complex geometries in
our bubbly flow problems, the interfaces of the bubbles can only be described implicitly in
general. Moreover, in the above applications, the coefficient matrix of the linear system is
always nonsingular making the deflation technique straightforward to apply. However, in
our applications with bubbly flows, we have singular coefficient matrices. Recently, we have
investigated theoretical aspects with respect to the singularity of the linear systems for bub-
bly flow problems [28]. We proposed two equivalent variants of DICCG, where it has been
demonstrated, both theoretically and numerically, that the resulting methods accelerate the
convergence of the iterative process. Moreover, in practice, the singular coefficient matrix is
often made invertible by modifying, for example, the last element, since this can be advan-
tageous for the solver. The drawback of this approach is that the condition number becomes
worse. We showed that this problem can be completely remedied by applying the deflation
technique with one or more deflation vectors.

In this paper, we continue the research on deflation and the singularity of the linear
system. We propose and investigate another variant of DICCG which can deal with the bubbly
flow problems. This will be compared to the existing two variants, both theoretically and
numerically. The new variant appears to be the most natural analogue of the existing DICCG
method for invertible coefficient matrices as known in literature; see, e.g., [7, 19, 31, 32].

The main focus of [28] was to show theoretically that DICCG can be adapted so that
it is applicable to singular systems, where 3-D numerical experiments have been carried out
without taking efficiency issues into account. The ICCG and DICCG methods have been
compared in terms of the number of iterations required for convergence to the solution. How-
ever, it is known that a reduction of the number of iterations does not guarantee a reduction
of the required computational time, since the work per iteration may increase in the new
method. Therefore, in this paper, we present some results investigating both the number of
iterations and the required CPU time, in order to show that DICCG is efficient in use. To
do so, DICCG has to be implemented efficiently. Hence, in this paper we will also consider
some implementation issues in order to obtain an efficient program code.

Finally, in the 3-D numerical experiments done in [28], we used fixed density fields.
However, in practice the density fields can change in time. Therefore, in this paper, we will
perform some real-life time-dependent simulations with rising bubbles in water and falling
droplets in air. We investigate whether DICCG is also effective for these kinds of applications.

Besides DICCG, well-known in the field of multigrid (MG) and domain decomposition
methods (DDM) are the CG method in combination with additive coarse grid correction [5,4]
or balancing preconditioners [13, 14]. For elliptic problems with large jumps in the coef-
ficients, successful multigrid solvers and preconditioners can be found in, e.g., [2, 3, 33],
whereas appropriate domain decomposition methods and preconditioners have been consid-
ered in, e.g., [6,15,26,30]. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to ICCG-type methods. This is
because (complexity issues for) DDM and MG preconditioners are still the subject of current
research for bubbly flow applications. In addition, ICCG-type methods have already proved
to be extremely robust, even in cases with complex density fields containing relatively small
bubbles and droplets.

This paper is organized as follows. First, the problem setting of bubbly flows is given in
Section 2. Subsequently, in Section 3, we describe briefly the existing DICCG variants and
define another DICCG variant for singular coefficient matrices. Moreover, some notes about
the algorithm and the efficiency of deflation are made. After that, in Section 4, the DICCG
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variants are treated and compared in more detail. In addition, we propose efficient methods
to solve the coarse linear systems within these variants. Section 5 is devoted to some 3-D
stationary and time-dependent numerical experiments, where the performance of both ICCG
and DICCG are investigated, considering both the number of iterations and the computational
cost. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 6. For more details we refer to [29].

2. Problem setting. We consider the singular symmetric and positive-semi-definite
(SPSD) linear system,

(2.1) ���	��
���������������
The linear system (2.1) is derived from a second-order finite-difference discretization of the
3-D Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions:

(2.2)

����� �"! #$&% x ' ��(*) x +-, � . ) x +/� x ��01�22
n

(*)
x +�� 3 ) x +4� x �	5"01�

where
( �768� x and n denote the pressure, density, spatial coordinates, and the unit normal

vector to the boundary, 5"0 , respectively. In the 3-D case, domain 0 is chosen to be a unit
cube. We perform the computations on a uniform Cartesian grid, so that 9���9*:;9=<9=> , where9=:��?9=< and 9=> are the grid sizes in each spatial direction. Furthermore, we consider two-
phase bubbly flows with, for example, air and water. In this case, 6 is piecewise constant with
a relatively small contrast: 6@�BA 6DC1��EF� x ��GHC;�6 # ��EJILK8M;� x ��G # �
where GNC is water, the main fluid of the flow around the air bubbles, and G # is the region
inside the bubbles. We define the contrast of the problem as OQPR��6 #TS 6DC .

Next, define 1U and 0 U to be the all-one and all-zero vectors with
(

elements, respectively.
Then, throughout this paper, the following assumption holds, which follows implicitly from
the above problem setting.

ASSUMPTION 2.1. We assume that the singular SPSD matrix, � , and the vector, 
 , sat-
isfy � 1 � � 0 � , and 
/V 1 � � I . In addition, the algebraic multiplicity of the zero-eigenvalue
of � is equal to one.

Obviously, from Assumption 2.1, it follows that the system, ���W�X
 , is compatible.
Hence, although � is singular, this linear system is always consistent and an infinite number
of solutions, � , exist. Additionally, we stress that the results given in this paper cannot be
generalized to singular matrices with an algebraic multiplicity of the zero-eigenvalue larger
than one.

3. Implementation aspects of DICCG. In this section, we will give three variants of
the DICCG method, after defining the deflation matrices. Moreover, the DICCG algorithm
will be presented, and some implementation issues with respect to computations with the
deflation matrices will be considered.

3.1. Definition of the deflation matrices. In ICCG, the resulting linear system to be
solved is YZK # ���[�BYZK # 
 , where Y denotes the standard incomplete Cholesky (IC) pre-
conditioner without fill-in; see, e.g., [8, Section 10.3.2]. Although � is singular, it can be
shown that the IC preconditioner, Y , is invertible [11, Theorem 3.2].

Next, let the open domain 0 be divided into subdomains 0]\^�`_a�BEF�cbL�T�&�T�/�cd , such that0Z�fe�g\?h # 0H\ and 0ji=kl0H\m�fn for all oQp� _ . The discretized domain and subdomains are
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denoted by 0jq and 0�q&r , respectively. Then, for each 0�qTr with _Q�sE^�tbL�&�T�&�/�td , we introduce
a deflation vector, u \ , as follows:) u&\J+-i�Pv� A Iw�x� i ��0jqzy]0jqTr|{EF�x� i ��0jqTr|�
where �8i is a grid point in the discretized domain, 0 q . Then, for d~}�E , we define � g Pv�� u # u� �T�&� u gT� , which is called the deflation subspace matrix. Hence, � g consists of disjunct
orthogonal piecewise-constant vectors. In the flop count analysis (Section 3.4) and in the
numerical experiments (Section 5), we will take the subdomains, 0 \ , to be identical cubes.
Subsequently, we define� gJK # Pv��� � ��� gJK #4� K #gJK # � VgJK # � � gJK # Pv��� VgJK # �1� gJK # �
and �� g Pv��� � ���� g �� K #g � Vg � �� g Pv��� Vg ���� g �
where the invertible matrix,

�� , is identical to � except for the last element, which is �� ��� � �) E����=+ � ��� � with ��}WI . It can be noticed that
� gJK # results from one deflation vector less

than

�� g . Moreover, note that both coarse matrices � gK # and

�� g are nonsingular, so that the
corresponding coarse linear systems can be solved in a direct way.

3.2. Variants of DICCG. In [28], two variants of DICCG were proposed that can deal
with singular coefficient matrices. In Variant (a), one solvesY K # � gJK # �a�����Y K # � gJK # 
�
and, in Variant (b), one solves �Y K # �� g ��a���� �Y K # �� g 
�
where

�Y is the IC preconditioner based on

�� . It has been proven that the equalities,

�� g ����� gK # � and �������;��C�� eff

) �YZK # �� g ��z+ ��� eff

) YZK # � gJK # �1+ , hold. Both variants require approx-
imately the same computational time for various test problems. Therefore, the two variants
are equivalent for �¢¡£E .

It is common to solve the coarse linear systems, associated to � gJK # or

�� g , in a direct
way; see [28]. However, in principle, these coarse sytems can also be solved iteratively,
which can be more efficient if d is relatively large. In this case, Variant (a) is related to
another variant of DICCG, called Variant (c), where we solveY K # � g �a�����Y K # � g 
�
where � g PR��� � �1� g �¥¤g � Vg � � g PR�¦� Vg �1� g �
with � ¤g equal to the Moore-Penrose inverse or pseudo-inverse. The standard inverse cannot
be used, since � g is singular due to

(3.1) � g 1 g �¦� Vg �1� g 1 g ��� Vg � 1 � ��� Vg 0 � � 0 g �
using the fact that � g 1 g � 1 � . Although the inverse of � g does not exist, it may be possible
to use a direct solver for the corresponding coarse linear systems. Extra care should be needed
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by applying, e.g., Gaussian elimination or the band-Cholesky decomposition, to handle the
singularity of � g . One should generate a solution up to the null space of � g . However, in this
paper, we restrict ourselves to solve the coarse linear systems in Variant (c) iteratively. This
does not cause problems, as long as these systems with � g are consistent, see Section 4.1.2.

In addition, note that Variant (c) is basically identical to the original DICCG for invertible
systems (see, e.g., [7, 19, 32]), since the original coefficient matrix and all d deflation vectors
are used in this variant. Hence, it is the most natural generalization of DICCG for singular
systems. Moreover, in Section 4.2, we will show that Variant (c) is mathematically equal to
the other two variants. For the sake of completeness, the three variants are summarized in
Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1
Deflation and coarse matrices of the proposed deflation variants.

Variant Deflation matrix Coarse matrix
(a)

� gJK # � gK #
(b)

�� g �� g
(c)

� g � g
Subsequently, we will distinguish two main DICCG methods in this paper, where the

difference is the solver of the coarse systems; see Definition 3.1.
DEFINITION 3.1.§ DICCG1

� d is defined as DICCG corresponding to any deflation variant, where
each coarse system is solved directly.§ DICCG2

� d is defined as DICCG corresponding to any deflation variant, where
each coarse system is solved iteratively.

Notice that any variant, as given in Table 3.1, can be used for both DICCG1
� d and

DICCG2
� d , since it appears that all variants are mathematically equivalent. However, for

convenience, we restrict ourselves to Variant (a) and (b) for DICCG1
� d and Variant (a)

and (c) for DICCG2
� d in this paper.

3.3. DICCG algorithm. From �� , we can find solution � using the following expression
(see, e.g., [19]), where

�
and � are the corresponding deflation matrix and subspace deflation

matrix, associated with DICCG1
� d or DICCG2

� d :�¨�¦� � K # � V 
�� � V ��`�
The DICCG algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Operations with

�
in Algorithm 1 need a careful implementation, since the success of DICCG

depends strongly on the way of implementing these operations. In the next subsection, we
consider this topic in more detail.

Finally, we use the following termination criterion,

(3.2) ©�© YZK # � ) 
 � �m�� g + ©�© �©�© Y K # ) 
 � ��� C + ©�© �£ª¬« �
in DICCG, which is equivalent to the standard termination criterion

(3.3) ©�© YZK # ) 
 � ��� g + ©�© �©�© Y K # ) 
 � ����C+ ©�© �¢ª�« �
in ICCG, where « }xI . The left-hand sides of (3.2) and (3.3) are called the norm of the
relative residual of DICCG and ICCG, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 DICCG Algorithm solving ������

1: choose a starting vector �8C ,

choose DICCG1
� d or DICCG2

� d with a corresponding deflation variant
and matrices �¥�/�j� � � � and Y

2: compute TC�PR��
 � ���wC , ���C�PR���wC and ®&C¯PR� � &C ,
solve Y¦°|Cz�±®&C and take

( C�PR��°|C
3: for _�Pv��Iw�&�&�T�&� until convergence do
4: ²H\¥Pv� � � ( \
5: ³ \ PR� ) ® \ �7° \ + S )´( \ �7² \ +
6: �� \ ¤ # PR�f�� \ �[³ \ ( \
7: ® \ ¤ # PR�±® \ � ³ \ ² \
8: solve Y¦° \ ¤ # �±® \ ¤ #
9: µ \ PR� ) ® \ ¤ # �7° \ ¤ # + S ) ® \ �?° \ +

10:
( \ ¤ # Pv��° \ ¤ # �[µ \ ( \

11: end for
12: �¢Pv��� � K # ��V*
�� � V���L\ ¤ #

3.4. Treatment of operations with the deflation matrix. Some implementation analy-
sis for DICCG will be treated in this subsection. Using this analysis, DICCG can be efficiently
implemented in a program code, resulting in a fast solver; see also [29] for more details. Note
that the main part of this analysis is only valid for 3-D regular grids, and that the flop counts
and their analysis only hold for deflation subdomains, which are taken to be non-overlapping
identical cubes.

3.4.1. Construction of ��� . The matrix-matrix product �1� can be computed by only
determining the non-zero elements, which will be stored as a sparse matrix denoted by ¶*·=¸ .
Denote the number of non-zero elements of the matrix, �1� , by ¹ . Then, ¶ ·=¸ is a ¹¬º¼»
matrix, where the first and second columns are filled with the row and column indices of the
non-zero elements of ��� , respectively. The third column of ¶ ·=¸ stores the corresponding
values of these non-zero elements. The elements of ¶ ·=¸ can be determined efficiently, since� represents subdomains 0N\ which are non-overlapping cubes. Moreover, ��� has only
contributions near the interfaces of these cubes and, hence, consists of relatively many zeros.
So, the few nonzero elements of �1� may be known beforehand.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let �½�B�*¾ � ¾ and �¿�À�*¾ � � be matrices, obtained from the 1-D
Poisson problem, given by

���£ÁÂÂÃ E � E I I� E b � E II � E b � EI I � E E
Ä´ÅÅÆ �Ç���½ÁÂÂÃ EÈIEÈII EI E

Ä´ÅÅÆ �
Then, this leads immediately to

����� ÁÂÂÃ I IE � E� E EI I
Ä´ÅÅÆ �É¶"·=¸l� ÁÂÂÃ b E E» E � EbÊb � E» b E

Ä´ÅÅÆ �
where ¹	��b .

In addition, considering the number of floating point operations, it is not difficult to show
that constructing ¶ ·=¸ requires Ë ) 9 �cÌ MJd # Ì M+ flops in the 3-D case.
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3.4.2. Construction of � . The coarse matrix, � PR�s�zVÍ�1� , can be easily formed dur-
ing the construction of �1� . Each non-zero element of ��� makes exactly one contribution
to � , by simply adding the value to the corresponding element of � .

It depends on the choice of technique for solving the linear system ��Î � � Î # in which
sparse way � is best stored, resulting in ¶`Ï ; see Section 4. For now, the number of floating
point operations to solve such a linear system is denoted by O .

3.4.3. Calculation of matrix-vector products
� Î and

� V Î . In contrast to ��� and� , the deflation matrix,
�

, is not explicitly constructed. Instead, the matrix-vector product� Î Pv� Î � ��� � K # ��V Î is computed in a sequential way; see Algorithm 2.
� V Î can be

treated in the same way. Both algorithms require Ë ) 9a�[OF+ flops.

Algorithm 2 Computing
� Î

1:
Î # Pv�¦��V Î

2: solve ��Î � � Î #
3:
Î M Pv���1� Î �

4:
� Î PR� Î � Î M
Note that � is not explicitly stored, since the matrix-vector products, ��V Î and � Î � , can

be simply determined from Î , requiring Ë ) 9`+ flops. Furthermore, since ¶ ·=¸ is known, the
products �1� Î � and

) ����+7V Î can also be easily computed using Ë ) 9 �tÌ Md # Ì MT+ flops in 3-D.

4. Further analysis of the DICCG variants. In this section, we first show how the
coarse systems, ��Î � � Î # , can be solved for both DICCG1

� d and DICCG2
� d . We then

compare the deflation variants theoretically.

4.1. Solving the coarse linear system efficiently. Solving the coarse systems, ��Î � �Î # , efficiently is crucial in both DICCG1
� d and DICCG2

� d . Recall that we use a direct
method to solve them in DICCG1

� d , whereas an iterative method is adopted in DICCG2
� d .

We define dF: to be the number of grid points in each spatial direction of a cube from� , i.e., dF:�PR�ÑÐÒ 9 S d , assuming that d is a divisor of 9 and that the number of grid points is
equal in each spatial direction.

4.1.1. DICCG1
� d . To solve ��Î �@� Î�# with a direct method, we can apply the band-

Cholesky decomposition [8, Section 4.3.5] and, thereafter, band-back/forward substitution [8,
Section 4.3.2]. In this case, the bandwidth of � is d �tÌ M���d # Ì M making the decomposition
only efficient for relatively small d and/or 9 .

In the previous section, we noted that both

�� g and � gK # are invertible, so that their
band-Cholesky decompositions exist. Considering floating point operations, constructing the
Cholesky decomposition requires Ë ) dwÓ Ì MJ+ flops, whereas the backward and forward substi-
tutions take Ë ) d�Ô Ì MJ+ flops.

4.1.2. DICCG2
� d . To find a solution of ��Î �Õ� ÎD# in DICCG2

� d , we will apply the
iterative solver ICCG (using the standard IC preconditioner without fill-in, i.e., IC(0)). This
is possible and efficient, since � has the same properties as � . Obviously, � is SPSD and has
a similar sparsity pattern to � , because � is based on non-overlapping deflation subdomains.
Moreover, � is better conditioned than � ; see Theorem 4.1.

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose � to be � gK # or � g . Let the eigenvalues of both � and � be
sorted increasingly. Then,

(4.1) �8Ö-×× ) � +]Ø���Ö-×× ) �1+/�
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where � Ö7×J× denotes the effective condition number.
Proof. Note first that both � gJK # and � g have rank d � E , since � has full rank and the

algebraic multiplicity of the zero-eigenvalue of � is one. In addition, it is allowed to scale� g with
Ò 9 S d such that it satisfies ��Vg � g ��� . We do not lose generality, since the column

space of � g remains the same.
In order to prove (4.1) for � PR� � g , it suffices to show that

(4.2) Ù � ) �1+]ØÛÚ � ) � g + and Ú g ) � g +�Ø�Ù � ) �1+/�
where I¯��Ú # ) � g + ª Ú=� ) � g +�Ø¦�&�&�wØÛÚ g ) � g + and I¯��Ù # ) �1+ ª Ù�� ) �z+�Ø¦�&�T��Ø�Ù � ) �z+ are
the eigenvalues of � g and � , respectively.

The inequalities (4.2) can be derived from the Courant-Fischer Minimax Theorem; see,
e.g., [10, Theorem 4.2.11]. From this theorem, we obtain in particular

(4.3) Ù�� ) �z+N� �Q��Ü:Ý�: h # � :Þ=ß;à % · ' � V ���`�áÙ � ) �z+H�â��ã|ä:JÝ�: h # � V ���`�
where å # ) �z+ is the eigenvector corresponding to Ù # ) �z+ ; see [10, Section 4.2] for details.

Note that the identities, å # ) �1+�� 1 � and å # ) � +�� 1 g , hold due to Assumption 2.1 and
(3.1). In addition, for �¢�s� g Î we have �8V`���æ� ) � g Î +-VÍ�1� g Î � Î V ��Î , ) � g Î +-V ) � g Î +]�Î V Î and

) � g Î +-V 1 � � Î V*��Vg 1 � � Î V 1 g , using the fact that ��Vg 1 � � 1 g . Hence, this implies

(4.4) �Q��Ü% ¸Lç4< ' Ý % ¸Lç4< ' h # � ¸Lç&<&Þ 1 è ) � g Î + V � ) � g Î + � �Q��Ü<TÝ�< h # � <&Þ 1 ç Î V �¥Î �
Now, combining (4.3) and (4.4) gives usÙ � ) �z+N� �Q��Ü:ÝL: h # � :Þ 1 è � V ���¢Ø �@��Ü<&ÝL< h # � <&Þ 1 ç Î V ��Î ��Ú � ) � +/�

which is the left inequality of (4.2). For the right inequality of (4.2), it follows in a similar
way that Ú g ) � +N�£��ã|ä<&ÝL< h # Î V �¥Î Ø¿��ã;ä:ÝL: h # � V ������Ù � ) �1+/�
where we have applied ��ã|ä % ¸Lç4< ' Ý % ¸Lç4< ' h # ) � g Î +7V`� ) � g Î + ����ã|ä < Ý < h # Î V ��Î .

Expression (4.1) for � PR� � gK # can be proven in a similar way as above.
Next, there is no need to force invertibility of � g , since ICCG can deal with singular

matrices. We only have to ensure the consistency of all coarse linear systems during the
process of DICCG2

� d ; see Theorem 4.2.
THEOREM 4.2. All coarse linear systems within DICCG2

� d are consistent.
Proof. Recall that � gJK # is invertible, so that we can restrict ourselves to � PR� � g . The

coarse linear systems ��Î ��� ÎD# appear three times in Algorithm 1 (Lines 2, 4 and 12) which
will be separately treated below.

In the matrix-vector product
� JC we have to solve the coarse linear system ��Î � �¦��V=&C .

This system is consistent, since it is compatible due to (3.1) and) � V  C + V 1 g �� VC � 1 g �� VC 1 � ��
 V 1 � � � VC � 1 � � 0 � � � VC 0 � � 0 � �
Moreover, since ) � V � ( \J+ V 1 g � ( V\ �1� 1 g � ( V\ � 1 � � 0 � �
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the system ��Î �¢�x��V`� ( \ is also compatible. Hence,
� � ( \ is consistent. Finally, using

the same argument as above, we conclude that
� V��� \ ¤ # is also consistent, since

� V��� \ ¤ # ���L\ ¤ # � � � K # ��V`�a��L\ ¤ # .
From Theorem 4.2, we conclude that it is possible to solve the coarse systems, �¥Î � �Î # , iteratively. Each of the ICCG steps costs Ë ) d�+ flops, and the efficiency of this method

depends on the number of required inner ICCG iterations. Note that the solution of the
coarse systems in Variant (c) is not unique, since it is determined up to a constant vector. IfÎ � is a solution of � g Î � � Î # , then Î � ��³ 1 g with ³W��� is also a solution. Fortunately,Î M Pv����� g ) Î � �1³ 1 g + is unique, due to the fact that ��� g 1 g ��� 1 � � 0 � . Hence, Algorithm 2
gives a unique

� Î for all deflation variants.
Next, in DICCG2

� d we have an inner-outer iterative process with DICCG and ICCG,
so we need two different termination criteria. The inner and outer tolerances are called «Jé ßJêand « i � , respectively. We will take « i � ��ë « é ßJê �ìë�}¬Iw�
For large ë�í E , DICCG2

� d does not converge, since the method appears to be sensitive to
inaccurate solves of the coarse systems; see also [19, Section 3]. However, for small ëÛ¡âE ,
the convergence of the inner iterations of DICCG2

� d is relatively slow or the inner solve
may stagnate or even diverge due to a too severe tolerance. Therefore, ë should be chosen
carefully to obtain an accurate and efficient method. From our numerical experiments with
bubbly flows, it appears that ëî�WETI K �
is an appropriate choice. We refer to [9, 25] for more information about inner-outer iterative
processes and their termination criteria.

For large problems, it could be advantageous to solve the inner iterations with DICCG
as well, instead of ICCG. The inner iterations could even be solved by a recursive application
of DICCG. This is in analogy with multigrid; see also [7, Section 3].

4.2. Theoretical comparison of the DICCG variants. DICCG variants (a) and (b)
have already been compared in [28]. Since they appear to be equivalent, we can restrict the
theoretical comparison to Variant (a) and (c), in this subsection. We will show theoretically
that both variants are the same, since it can be proven that the preconditioned deflated systemYZK # � gK # � in Variant (a) is equal to YÀK # � g � in Variant (c); see Theorem 4.3.

THEOREM 4.3. The following identity holds:

(4.5) Y K # � g ����Y K # � gJK # �¯�
Proof. Define first 0U � ï and 1U � ï as the all-zero and all-one

( º	ð matrices, respectively.
Moreover, suppose that � g � � � gJK # 1 � � instead of � g � � � gJK # u g � . Now, it suffices to show
that
� g � � gJK # � 0 �L� � . Note that� Vg �1� g ��ñ � VgJK #1 V� ò ��ó � gJK # 1 ��ô ��ñ � VgJK # �1� VgJK # 0 gJK #

0 V gJK # I ò �
leading to� ¤g � ) � Vg �1� g + ¤ ��ñ ) ��VgJK # ����VgJK # +/K # 0 gJK #

0 V gJK # I ò �õñ � K #gJK # 0 gK #
0 V gK # I ò �
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Hence, this yields� g � � gJK # � ��� gJK #4� K #gK # ��VgJK # � ��� g � ¤g ��Vg� ��� gJK # � K #gK # ��VgJK # � ��� g ñ � K #gK # 0 gK #
0 V gK # I ò ��Vg� ��� gJK # � K #gK # ��VgJK # � ��� gJK # � K #gJK # ��VgJK #� 0 �L� � �

which completes the proof for � g � � � gJK # 1 � � .
From Theorem 2 of [28], we obtain the equality

� gJK # �ö� �� g �� . Therefore, [19,
Lemma 2.9] can be applied, which states that both � g � � � gJK # 1 � � and � g � � � gJK # u gJ�
would lead to exactly the same matrix

�� g �� , since the column space of
� � gJK # u gJ� and

� � gJK # 1 � �
are equal. Hence, (4.5) also holds for the original � g � � � gJK # u gJ� . 1

According to Theorem 4.3, the preconditioned deflated systems for � with d � E andd deflation vectors are the same. Hence, Variant (a) and Variant (c) give exactly the same
convergence results in exact arithmetic. This conclusion is highly expected and seems quite
natural.

We end this section with Corollary 4.4, which is a generalization of Theorem 2.12 of [19].
COROLLARY 4.4. Let ÷F�7ø���ù with ÷ ª ø�Ø¬d . Then,Ù � ) YZK # ��ú �1+ûí Ù � ) YZK # � ê �z+4{Ù ú ¤ # ) YZK # ��ú �1+ûØ Ù ê ¤ # ) YZK # � ê �1+/�

Moreover, �8Ö-×× ) Y K # �*ú �z+]í���Ö-×× ) Y K # � ê �z+/�
where � Ö7×J× denotes the effective condition number.

Proof. Recall that YÀK # � g �À�ÀYZK # � gK # �À�ÀYZK # �� g �� , by combining Theorem 4.3
and [28, Theorem 2]. Therefore, the systems YÀK # ��ú � and YZK # � ê � can be transformed into
systems with an invertible

�� . Then the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.12
of [19].

Corollary 4.4 states that the effective condition number of the deflated preconditioned
system corresponding to the singular matrix � decreases if we increase the number of defla-
tion vectors. This means that, theoretically, the more deflation vectors, the faster the conver-
gence of the deflation method in terms of the number of iterations, although more work is
needed to solve the coarse systems.

5. Numerical experiments. In this section, we present the results for some 3-D nu-
merical experiments with both stationary and time-dependent problems, which will illustrate
the theoretical results obtained in the previous sections. The computations are performed on
a Pentium 4 (2.80 GHz) computer with a memory capacity of 1GB. Moreover, the code is
compiled with FORTRAN g77 on LINUX.

5.1. Stationary experiments. We apply the problem setting as given in Section 2. Four
test problems are considered, with 0, 1, 8 and 27 air-bubbles, respectively, in the unit domain
filled with water. These bubbles have the form of a sphere with a constant radius. Most of the
results in this subsection are, however, based on the test problem with 27 bubbles. We will
vary the contrast, O , between phases. In addition, various numbers of deflation vectors, d , and
various grid sizes, 9`:��?9=< and 9=> with 9=:¯��9=<1��9=> , will be used in the experiments.

1An alternative proof of this theorem can be found in [29, Section 6.3].
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First, ICCG and DICCG1
� d are used to solve the resulting linear systems. Then, in

the last subsection, we will compare DICCG1
� d and DICCG2

� d . Deflation variant (a) in
DICCG1

� d and deflation variant (c) in DICCG2
� d are applied, throughout the experiments.

Random starting vectors are used, and we choose a relative termination criterion with toler-
ance « �xETI K8ü . As a measure of the accuracy of the solutions, the exact relative residuals
were also investigated in the experiments. However, since it appeared that they are compara-
ble for ICCG and for both DICCG variants in all cases, these results are omitted.

5.1.1. Results with 9���ETI^IDM . The results for computational time and number of it-
erations for all test problems with grid size 9��ýEJI^I M and contrast Oæ�xEJI K8M are given in
Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1
Convergence results for ICCG and DICCG1 þ`ÿ for all test problems with ��� �������

and 	
� ������
. ‘# It’

means the number of required iterations for convergence, and ‘CPU’ means the corresponding computational time
in seconds.

Test Problem No Bubbles One Bubble Eight Bubbles 27 Bubbles
Method # It. CPU # It. CPU # It. CPU # It. CPU
ICCG 170 25.2 211 31.1 291 43.0 310 46.0
DICCG1

� b;M 109 20.2 206 37.5 160 29.1 275 50.4
DICCG1

��� M 56 11.3 58 11.5 72 14.2 97 19.0
DICCG1

� ETI M 35 8.0 36 8.5 36 8.2 60 13.0
DICCG1

� b;IFM 22 26.5 25 27.6 22 27.2 31 29.3

Considering the results in Table 5.1, we see that DICCG1
� d always requires fewer it-

erations when compared to ICCG. It can be observed that, for larger d , DICCG1
� d requires

fewer iterations than for smaller d , which is in agreement with Corollary 4.4. In addition, the
optimal choice with respect to the CPU time is d��BETIDM , i.e., in all test cases DICCG1

� ETIDM
converges most rapidly. The improvement in the CPU time is relatively large compared to
ICCG. Furthermore, one can notice that, in general, it is not always the case that more bub-
bles in the test problem require more iterations and, therefore, more CPU time for both ICCG
and DICCG1

� d to converge. Namely, for DICCG1
� bDM and DICCG1

� b;IFM , we observe that
fewer iterations and CPU time are required for eight bubbles than for one single bubble. Fi-
nally, notice that for large d , DICCG1

� d requires significant CPU time due to the increase of
the computational cost for solving systems with � . Hence, DICCG1

� d does converge with
a small number of iterations for da}�ETIDM , but it requires a lot of CPU time for each iteration.

To visualize the results given in Table 5.1, we present those for the test problem with 27
bubbles in Figure 5.1. From Figure 5.1(a) it can be observed that as d is increased, the number
of iterations of DICCG1

� d decreases significantly at the left of the curve. For large d , the
benefit is smaller. Furthermore, after a peak at dQ��b M , the required CPU time for DICCG1

� d
decreases until dQ� ETIFM . Thereafter, the CPU time increases and DICCG1

� d is less efficient;
see Figure 5.1(b). In Figure 5.1(c), the benefit factor for the number of iterations is depicted
for each d . Obviously, the larger d , the larger the profit of DICCG1

� d . For example, in the
case of d¢�sb;IFM , DICCG1

� d requires almost 10 times fewer iterations than ICCG. Finally,
in Figure 5.1(d) the benefit factor for the CPU time is depicted for each d . For d¨�ÀEJI�M , the
maximum benefit factor is achieved. In this case, DICCG1

� EJI�M is around 3.5 times faster
than ICCG.

Finally, for the same test problem with 27 bubbles, plots of the norms of the relative
residuals of both ICCG and DICCG1

� d , as defined in Section 3.3, can be found in Figure 5.2.
Notice that the behavior of the relative residuals of ICCG are somewhat irregular, due to the
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FIG. 5.1. Visualization of the results for the test problem with 27 bubbles.

presence of the bubbles. For DICCG1
� d we can conclude that the larger d , the smoother the

residual plot is and so, the faster the convergence of the iterative process.

5.1.2. Results for varying grid sizes and contrasts. The results for the test problem
with 27 bubbles and with varying grid sizes are given in Figure 5.3. Here, we use ��Pv��9`: S d^:
as the ratio of the grid size and the number of deflation vectors, both in one spatial direction.
We investigate whether DICCG1

� d is scalable, i.e., whether the number of iterations of
DICCG1

� d is equal for all d and for a fixed � .
From the figure, one observes immediately that for larger grid sizes, the differences in

performance between ICCG and DICCG1
� d become significantly larger. For instance, in the

case of 9æ�ÀETIFIFM , ICCG converges in 275 iterations and 50.4 seconds, while DICCG1
� EJILM

finds the solution in 60 iterations and only in 13.0 seconds. Moreover, we notice that the
number of ICCG iterations grows with the grid sizes, while the number of iterations for
DICCG1

� d for both �s� �
and �s� ETI remains approximately constant. It seems that in

order to keep the number of iterations constant in DICCG1
� d as the grid size is increased,

then the number of deflation vectors must also increase, proportionally to the grid sizes.
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FIG. 5.3. Results for the test problem with 27 bubbles for varying grid sizes. ICCG and DICCG1 þ`ÿ with both� ��� and
� � ���

are given.

Moreover, the CPU time required for DICCG1
� d increases more or less quadratically with

grid size, which is a consequence of the expensive direct solve of the coarse linear systems.
This is in agreement with the theory; cf. Section 4.1.1. In the next subsection, this will be
remedied by using DICCG2

� d instead of DICCG1
� d .

Next, after experiments with varying grid sizes, we fix the grid size as 9�� ETIFI M and
vary the contrast, O , between the phases. The results are given in Figure 5.4.

From the figure, we see that DICCG1
� d for dæ}WbFM hardly depends on the contrast, O ,

while ICCG becomes obviously worse if we choose a smaller O . In other words, DICCG1
� d

with d¨}�b;M is insensitive to the contrast, O , in terms of both the number of iterations and the
CPU time.

5.1.3. Comparison of DICCG1
� d and DICCG2

� d . In the previous subsections, we
have seen that DICCG1

� d is very efficient as long as d ª b;I�M . From dm��b;IFM , DICCG1
� d

requires too large of the computational cost per iterate, although only a relatively low number
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FIG. 5.4. Results for the test problem with 27 bubbles for varying contrast 	 .

of iterations is needed. The bottleneck is the expensive construction of the banded Cholesky
decomposition of � . Direct computations with � can be avoided by using DICCG2

� d ,
hopefully resulting in a fast solver for large d . In this subsection, a numerical comparison
between DICCG1

� d and DICCG2
� d will be made. Note that since we fix « é ßJê �sETILK ü for

all test cases, the stopping tolerance, « i � �sETI K # C , should be adopted for the inner iterations
in DICCG2

� d , as mentioned in Section 4.1.2.
Some results for the test problem with 27 bubbles and varying grid sizes can be found

in Figure 5.5. Similar results have been found for the other test problems. It appears that the
number of iterations required for both DICCG1

� d and DICCG2
� d is more or less equal in

all test cases, in agreement with Theorem 4.3, so these results are omitted.
We notice that for a relatively small number of deflation vectors, DICCG1

� d and
DICCG2

� d perform approximately the same. However, for problems with relatively larged , DICCG2
� d is clearly more efficient. The differences between the two DICCG methods

becomes significant at d���b^I M . In addition, observe that in all cases DICCG1
� d achieves its

optimum at d��ZETIFM , whereas the optimum of DICCG2
� d is achieved for d�}WEJI�M . Hence,

we conclude that DICCG2
� d is the most efficient method for d }±ETI�M . This conclusion is

rather natural, but cannot be drawn beforehand. For example, unforeseen problems solving
the coarse systems may occur, since the precise efficiency of solving these systems is not
known exactly, and the consistency of these systems may be lost due to rounding errors.

5.2. Time-dependent experiments. In the previous subsection we have considered test
problems with fixed geometries, i.e., the bubbles were fixed in the computational domain and
did not evolve in time. In this subsection, we apply two realistic 3-D simulations of 250 time
steps. In the first simulation, an air bubble is rising in water. In the second simulation, a water
droplet is falling in the air.

We adopt the mass-conserving level-set method [22] for the simulations, but it could be
replaced by any operator-splitting method in general. At each time step, a Poisson problem
(2.2) has to be solved, which is the most time-consuming part of the whole simulation. There-
fore, in this section we concentrate on this part of each time step. We investigate whether
both DICCG methods are still efficient for these time steps. Again, deflation variant (a) in
DICCG1

� d and deflation variant (c) in DICCG2
� d are applied.
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FIG. 5.5. CPU Time of DICCG1 þ`ÿ and DICCG2 þ`ÿ for the test problem with 27 bubbles with various grid sizes.

5.2.1. Rising air bubble in water. We consider a test problem with a rising air bubble
in water without surface tension. The exact material constants and other relevant conditions
can be found in [22, Section 8.3.2]. The starting position of the bubble in the domain and the
evolution of its movement during the 250 time steps can be seen in Figure 5.6.

(a) ��� �
. (b) ����� � . (c) ��� �����

.

(d) ��� � � � . (e) ����� ��� . (f) ������� � .

FIG. 5.6. Evolution of the rising bubble in water without surface tension in the first 250 time steps.

In [22], the Poisson solver is based on ICCG. Here, we will compare this method to
both DICCG1

� d and DICCG2
� d for 9�� ETIFIFM . It turns out that DICCG1

� ETIDM and
DICCG2

� b;IFM are the best methods in the sense that they need the lowest computational
time to perform the simulation (cf. Figure 5.5). The results are presented in Figure 5.7.
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FIG. 5.7. Results for ICCG, DICCG1 þ ��� � and DICCG2 þ�� � � for the simulation with a rising air bubble in water.

From Figure 5.7(a), we notice that the number of iterations is strongly reduced by the
deflation method. DICCG1

� EJI M and DICCG2
� b^I M require at most 60 iterations, while

ICCG converges in between 200 and 300 iterations for most time steps. For each time
step, DICCG2

� b;IFM requires fewer iterations than DICCG1
� ETIDM , which is in agreement with

Corollary 4.4. Moreover, we observe the erratic behavior of ICCG, whereas the deflation
methods seem to be less sensitive to the geometries of the bubbles, during the evolution of
the simulation. Considering CPU time, DICCG1

� EJIDM and DICCG2
� b;IFM also show very

good performance, see Figure 5.7(b). For most time steps, ICCG requires 25–45 seconds
to converge, whereas both deflation methods are comparable and only need around 9–14
seconds. Moreover, in Figure 5.7(c), one can find the gain factors for both the ratios of the it-
erations and the CPU time between ICCG and the two deflation methods, respectively. From
this figure, we conclude that DICCG1

� ETI�M or DICCG2
� b;IFM need approximately 4–8 times

fewer iterations, depending on the time step. More importantly, at all time steps both deflation
methods converge approximately 2–4 times faster than ICCG.
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We end this subsection with the remark that similar results can be found for other choices
of grid sizes. It appears that for problems with larger grid sizes, the deflation method becomes
more favorable, when compared to ICCG.

5.2.2. Falling water droplet in air. Similar to the previous subsection, we consider a
test problem with a falling water droplet in air without surface tension; see [22, Section 8.3.4].
Again, DICCG1

� ETIFM and DICCG2
� b;IFM are the fastest methods for the simulation. The

results are presented in Figure 5.9.

(a) ��� �
. (b) ����� � . (c) ��� �����

.

(d) ��� � � � . (e) ����� ��� . (f) ������� � .

FIG. 5.8. Evolution of the falling droplet in air without surface tension in the first 250 time steps.

Similar observations as those in the previous subsection can be drawn from Figure 5.9.
Obviously, the deflation method is a more efficient method, when compared with ICCG, in
terms of both number of iterations and required CPU time. We observe that both DICCG1

� EJILM
and DICCG2

� b^IFM need approximately 3–5 times fewer iterations and they converge more or
less 2–4 times faster than ICCG. In this test problem, it can be observed that DICCG2

� b^I �
performs somewhat better than DICCG1

� ETI�M .
Finally, a small jump in the DICCG1

� ETIDM performance can be noticed around the 205th
timestep in Figure 5.9. This might be the result of the appearance of an rising droplet,
which can also be observed in Figures 5.8(e) and 5.8(f). This jump is not significant in
DICCG2

� b;IFM . Apparently, a larger set of deflation vectors d gets rid of that droplet.

6. Conclusions. In the literature, the deflation method DICCG has already been proven
to be efficient for invertible linear systems. In [28], it has been shown that DICCG can
be easily adapted so that it is also applicable for singular linear systems. Additionally, the
method appeared to be efficient for bubbly flow problems when measured by the required
number of iterations. In this paper, we have shown that computational time is also gained by
applying DICCG instead of ICCG, if an efficient implementation has been used.
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(b) CPU time versus time step.
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FIG. 5.9. Results for ICCG, DICCG1 þ ��� � and DICCG2 þ�� � � for the simulation with a falling water droplet
in air.

Three variants of DICCG are proposed, where we have proven that all of them give the
same convergence results in exact arithmetic, since their preconditioned deflated systems are
identical. Furthermore, the involved coarse linear systems can be solved both directly and it-
eratively. The resulting DICCG methods are denoted by DICCG1

� d and DICCG2
� d , which

only differ in the implementation of the coarse solvers. A direct coarse solver is adopted in
DICCG1

� d , whereas an iterative coarse solver is applied in DICCG2
� d . Some theoretical

properties of these coarse systems have been derived, which are of importance to DICCG2
� d .

Several 3-D numerical experiments for bubbly flow problems have been performed to
test the efficiency of both DICCG methods. For relatively small numbers of deflation vectors,
DICCG1

� d performs very well, but DICCG2
� d is more efficient for larger grid sizes and/or

number of deflation vectors. Compared with ICCG, both methods significantly reduce the
computational cost in all test cases, especially for large problems. Additionally, DICCG is
insensitive to the contrasts between the phases, while ICCG has difficulties for large contrasts.
Furthermore, we have shown that DICCG is scalable in terms of iterations and CPU time, as
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long as the number of deflation vectors is chosen proportional to the grid size.
Finally, the success of the deflation method has been emphasized in realistic simulations

with a falling droplet in air and a rising bubble in water. Compared to ICCG, the benefit of
the deflation method is obviously observed, in terms of both the number of iterations and the
CPU time.
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